Aria Hotels Announces Cape Kitries Apartments

Seafront complex on Messinian Gulf is Aria’s seventh property in the Peloponnese.

Athens 27 May 2021: Aria Hotels is expanding in the Peloponnese following the success of its
six properties in Kardamili. The company that specializes in authentic Greek hospitality has added
Cape Kitries, a collection of three seafront apartments, to its portfolio. The new property is located
in the picturesque fishing village of Kitries, near Kalamata, the capital of Messinia.
The complex is arranged over three levels amid lush, gardens and features a beach with exclusive
access. The three luxurious and beautifully furnished apartments all enjoy superb views of the
Messinian Gulf famed for its beautiful sunsets.
The apartments are spacious and self-contained and each can accommodate up to four guests.
Each has a large private veranda and is fully equipped with all modern comforts including air
conditioning and free WiFi.
Guests can enjoy the pool and the sunset deck and have at their disposal a unique secluded
beach for direct access to the turquoise waters.
The fishing village of Kitries is 12 km from Kalamata and very family friendly. The secluded bay
is a natural landscape surrounded by green slopes. Tavernas in the small settlement serve fresh
fish on the beach.
Cape Kitries is ideal for long holidays but also for short getaways, as the journey from Athens by
car takes less than 2.5 hours while the international airport of Kalamata is only 25 minutes away.
For a change of scene, Kalamata offers guests a host of cafes, beach bars and restaurants. It
has a vibrant night life as well as historic buildings and cultural attractions including a summer
dance festival.

Acknowledging its responsibility towards its guests during the global pandemic, Aria Hotels has
undertaken all necessary health and safety measures, in line with state regulations, creating a
safe environment for all.
For more information visit ariahotels.gr

About Aria Hotels
Aria Hotels (www.ariahotels.gr) is a privately-owned boutique hotel and villas company that offers authentic
hospitality experiences and the ultimate in simple, effortless charm. The company has numerous hotels
and villas in exceptional destinations of unique natural beauty throughout Greece: Athens, Evia, Cyclades,
Crete, Epirus, the Peloponnese & Sporades. The locations are chosen to appeal to discerning travelers
looking for a secret hideaway.
The Aria Hotels philosophy is founded on three principles: respect for the environment, an appreciation of
culture, and a passion for discovery. Each hotel has been selected for its architectural merit and its
contribution to the preservation of local heritage. Outstanding quality in service and accommodation are the
core of the Aria Hotels experience. Aria Hotels is a subsidiary of the family-owned Libra Group.
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